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From the days of black & white pictures to color images, the television service industry has come a
long way. Continuous innovations in the field of communication have led to creation of several user-
friendly features and options. The days of TV with limited channels and specific type of shows have
grown up huge entertainment value with hundreds of channels displaying diverse programs and
shows. There are numerous channel packages to suit the community needs of each geographical
location starting with movie packages to education, religious, and history and sports channel
packages. The antenna method of connecting TV services to homes has paved way to some of the
latest transmission techniques like satellite method, cable wire connection and fiber optic mode of
transmission have excelled in providing the best entertainment value to customers in the present
world.

You get the feel of theater quality experience with the present generation advanced TV. The high
quality picture and great sound caliber to suit it matches nothing in the world. You even get the
option to sync entertainment attributes to many of your devices like computer, phone etc. Now, you
can manage all your contact and photos from your PC to television. Sync photos and personal
videos on to TV and cherish those moments with superior picture quality and clarity. You can
download schedule apps to your computer and phone and start managing TV remotely. You get the
flexibility of setting the DVR options from any location with the use of these gadgets. The advanced
DVR also enables you to watch favorite TV shows from any location in your house. Digital TV
comes at a great value and mobility like never seen before.

A great feature of modern-day digital TV is the parental control options. This option allows you to
control and block unimportant channels with easy settings that you do not want your family to watch.
Digital TV resources are equipped with user-friendly settings and options that help to make apt
programming choices for your family. It also comes with the easy option of unlocking all the settings
in click of the button. The easy to use training materials, tips and guides take you through the
process without making it a mess. The present day TV connection offers a suite of educational and
kids channels, enjoyed to the most by kids. It provides necessary tools to manage childrenâ€™s use of
television.

Apart from offering family friendly channels, your Digital TV comes with a set-top box that helps you
to manage and control your kids TV time. All this can be done with the use of remote control in just
a push of a button. With the use of the TV set-top box you can block shows rated as per the ratings.
You can even block shows that are not suitable to be viewed by your kids. All you have to do is go
the settings menu, choose parental controls to get into the options, select the content and lock it.
You can block the show or an entire series that you feel unsuitable for your kids. You can also
restrict your kids TV time during a specified hour of the day. For instance, after bedtime or during
home work time if you do not want your kids to watch TV you can block TV access according to time
slot. An easy option allows lifting the restrictions any time you want by just entering the PIN. All the
channels you have subscribed from your service provider will be available to view in an instant.
Some of the service providers like FiOS TV are equipped with such great features to give you
ultimate digital TV environment.
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Tina is a freelance writer who likes to write about technology related topics. She talks about the
modern digital television service like the one offered by a FiOS TV in providing ultimate experience.
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